“I learned to play the piano
fortunately” Alan says modestly,
as if that’s the only qualification
for this work. And then he takes
me through the meticulous
forensics that extract the secrets
from the broken boxes. Assisted
only by an electronic guitar
tuner, Alan tunes the combs
of his new arrivals using hand
drawn charts he’s developed
over his forty year career. It is
not just a matter of making
the teeth play the right note,
between each note there are a
hundred gradations, and only a
handful are correct. Each tooth
has to be filed or weighted to
match. By hand. Alan says he
might take ‘a few days’ to put
a badly damaged comb right.
To my eye, it looks like months
of work.

Let the music play on
The E List meets Alan Godier whose rare skills often resurrect the precise sounds and melodies of a
time long before recorded sound. Words by Jonathan Elliott. Photos by Paula Smith.

The approach to the world of
Alan Godier is not auspicious:
there’s the room number of
his workshop for a start. Room
101. It conjures thoughts of
one’s worst nightmares. Once
inside, it’s pleasant enough,
small and functional - it could
be the sort of place where
someone tinkers with mobile
phones or computers. Utilitarian
lighting, bare walls, a couple of
workbenches and tools abound.
Nothing, however, can prepare
you for what Alan’s world is
dedicated to. And only when the
music starts do you get an inkling
of what makes it so special.
The music box was the world’s
first portable recorded music
system, and only for the rich
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in the early 19thC. It was a
plaything of aristocrats. But to
hear one play is to hear exactly
what they heard - no scratchy
tenors on old shellac disks from
the 1920s, these are the exact
notes the grand ladies and
young wags played to each
other in the salons of Paris and
Vienna when the Napoleonic
wars were still rumbling on. The
spring is released, the spinning
‘governor’ with its delicate brass
wings on a spindle whizz into
life and the brass barrel starts
to turn.
Quite suddenly, the air is filled
with a miraculous sound as
the teeth of a steel comb
are plucked by combinations
of minute metal pins on the

turning barrel. Interesting
as this is, to see a music box
working is no more remarkable
than watching the pendulum
of a grandfather clock, to hear
it, however, is to be transported.
From each of the tiny teeth,
each smaller than a toothpick,
a note of extraordinary bell-like
clarity rings out. In the model
Alan first shows me, there is not
just one tooth, but six - each
resonating for one of over 20
notes. The effect fills the room
with an intense and delicate
sound of extraordinary beauty.
All from a space smaller than
a shoebox. A waltz, a Haydn
sonata, or in this case, the
Casta Diva from Bellini’s opera
Norma - every time the barrel

turns, the music is as perfectly
reproduced in January 2016 as
January 1816 - melodies frozen
for posterity over two hundred
years ago.
Well, almost. From all over the
world, the boxes that come in
to Alan’s workshop invariably
can’t make that claim. Rusted
combs, barrels with missing
pins, mechanical work broken.
Somewhere in there the
information to make the brilliant
music play again is stored but
bringing it to life looks like an
impossible job. It needs the
patience of a watchmaker, the
ear of a talented musician
and knowledge that went out
with the Ark. Skills not often
found together.

Then there are the toothplucking pins on the barrel to
restore. They look more like
bristles on a badly shaved beard
– wire-thin pegs spaced across
the brass surface seemingly
at random. Of course each
has to be positioned accurate
to fractions of a millimetre to
ensure the correct timing of
notes as the barrel turns. To
perform a flawless acciaccatura
prestissimo, the little whiskers
have to come in bang on time.
Invariably many are missing and
Kapellmeister Alan has to restore
them to their proper place, one
by one. We seem to be heading
into 19thC nanotechnology
territory here. “It’s a tedious job”
– that modesty again – “I do it
at the beginning of the day to
get it over with.”
It begs the question of how
anyone could get into this
kind of world. “It was through
clocks. I was always interested
in clocks. I got interested as
a child and repaired them at
home, got books out of the
adult library when I was in
junior school, nothing in the
children’s library of course.” It
turned into a profession, after
a formal training as a clock
and watchmaker at Hackney

technical college, Alan went
on to work at a jewellers in the
1970s, “they did wristwatches
and pocket watches - it was all
before the days of batteries”.
One day the jewellers were asked
to tackle a musical box. Alan’s
passion for horology and music
suddenly found a natural outlet
– more boxes came. He became
the in-house specialist and set
up on his own in 1981.
I ask how many he has repaired
since, expecting him to say
he’s lost count, but, of course, a
man of precision keeps careful
records and can tell me with
confidence it’s over 2000. One
has been back to him three
times, with different owners each
time over a period of forty years.
The desire to repair is almost
compulsive, there is, after all,
nothing sadder than a mute
musical box, “it’s like a clock on
the wall that doesn’t work, it’s
worse than useless” he says, as
a pendulum clock next to us
chimes the hour.
He shows me a particular
treasure, a miniature box the
size of an iphone - it has the
year of its manufacture stamped
on the spring: 1817. It’s a
contemporary of Jane Austen,
John Constable and George III.
From a comb smaller than a little
finger, it plays the overture from
the Magic Flute with perfection,
we hold our breaths and time
seems to stop.
The music box - along with its
descendants, the player piano
and a host of other mechanical
music devices - was killed
overnight by the phonograph,
but enough remain to keep Alan
busy for a while yet. After all,
once you own one, you have to
keep it playing, if only to enjoy
that magical, room filling sound
the aristocrats enjoyed two
centuries ago.
To find out more about Alan and
his work alan.godier@gmail.com
020 8503 7894
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